Because different ancient samples were sequenced at different coverages, it is 9 3 unrealistic to use SNP mismatches to infer relationships as there would be few shared 9 4
SNPs among different samples. As an alternative, we calculated the correlation 9 5 coefficient R of two genomes in their distance to the East Asian (ASN) samples in 9 6
1kGP, assuming that different random sampling of a fraction of the whole set of ~15K 9 7
slow SNPs are roughly equivalent in representing the whole set. Verification of this R 9 8 correlation approach has been described previously 6 . 9 9
We tested the correlation of ancient samples within themselves relative to their 1 0 0 correlation with present day Han Chinese in order to better infer the relationships 1 0 1 among the ancient samples. We obtained for each aDNA R values with each other 1 0 2 and with the 211 Han Chinese samples in 1kGP. We then ranked these R values as 1 0 3 shown in Table 2 , which then allowed us to infer genetic relationships among these 1 0 4 aDNAs. We grouped these 12 aDNAs into 4 groups based on being from the same 1 0 5 site and being closely related to each other as indicated by correlation rankings. In 1 0 6 Table 2 , rank values means the rank of a sample on the column among all 223 1 0 7 samples in values of correlation to a sample listed on the raw, e.g., K2 from the 1 0 8 column was ranked 7 th among all samples in correlation with K12 from the raw. The 4 1 0 9 groups were designated as the Dashanqian (DSQ) group including the 2 samples 1 1 0 from the Xiajiadian Culture in Dashanqian in Chifeng (K2 and K12) K12  184  103  5  222  180  198  174  109  190  192  143   S1  218  215 149  218  188  206  204  106  211  193  196   SG2046  221  219 222  151  41  99  164  166  173  179  213   DZ14  210  222 220  221 10  1  21  5  215  219  215   BP38  208  221 203  182 171  16  187  189  158  210  126   ZK22  169  187 189  180 199  43  191  16  221  202  113   H69  102  217 155  7  214  35  205  18  222  120  191   ZX167  23  172 164  89  161  128  72  208  196  97  190   ZX107  220  213 198  135 204  182  204  197  94  160  205   PAB3002 222  214 151  61  215  136  90  123  133  204  178   1  2  9  1  3  0 These groupings mostly showed expected relationships based on geophysical 1 3 1 distances, for example, the close genetic relationship of the 3 Chifeng samples in the 1 3 2 DSQ group. Also, FQ17 in the DSQ group was located in the Y shaped region known 1 3 3 to be a common migration route linking the Central Plains with the Northeast 24 . A 1 3 4 notable exception was ZX167 who had K2 and FQ17 from DSQ group among the 1 3 5 most related aDNA samples rather than ZX107 from the same site (K2 and FQ17 1 3 6 ranked higher than all other aDNAs in R correlation to ZX167, being at 69 th and 74 th , 1 3 7 respectively). However, ZX107 did have ZX167 as the most related aDNA (the ranking 1 3 8 of 97 th was the highest among all aDNAs in R correlation to ZX107), consistent with 1 3 9 the geographical location. 2 and C) and tested their relationships with the 4 groups of aDNAs here. We obtained 2 9 3 correlation values of each aDNA to each of 99 CDX, 103 CHB, and 50 CHS samples 2 9 4 of 1kGP. Among the 4 aDNA groups, the ZX group was found closest to the 2 9 5 O2a2b1a1a6 samples and the only aDNA group that showed significantly closer 2 9 6 distance to O2a2b1a1a6 samples than to C samples ( Figure 4C ). The results suggest 2 9 7 a specific association of the ZX group with populations that carried the O2a2b1a1a6 2 9 8 haplotype, indicating either that ZX was enriched with the O2a2b1a1a6 haplotype or 2 9 9 that ZX was the ancestral population giving rise to the group carrying the 3 0 0 O2a2b1a1a6 haplotype. Given the present day distribution of O2a2b1a1a6 in the 3 0 1 Southwest, it is more likely for ZX, being located in the Central Plains, to be the 3 0 2 ancestral group to the O2a2b1a1a6 haplotype. 
